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OPINION 1211
PHILODRYASNATTERERIS>TEmD/KCn^EK 1870

(REPTILIA, SERPENTES): CONSERVED'

/ ^^^^^^T ^}} ^^^^"^ the plenary powers the specific name
molochina Berthold, 1846, as published in the binomen
Fsammophis molochina, is hereby suppressed for the purposes of
the Law of Priority but not for those of the Law of Homonymy

ui- uK ^^^ specific name nattereri Steindachner, 1870 as

Pu" !^r5^.
'" !^.^ binomen Philodryas nattereri, is hereby placed on

m"" ? o?L^"^ °^ ^P^'^'^''^ ^^"^^^ '" Zoology with the NameNumber 2802.

(3) The specific name molochina Berthold, 1846, as published
in the binomen Fsammophis molochina, and as suppressed under
the plenary powers in (1) above, is hereby placed on the Official
Index of Rejected and Invalid Specific Names in Zoology with theNameNumber 1097.

^^

HISTORYOFTHECASEZ.N.(S.)2166

An application for the conservation of Philodryas nattereri
Steindachner 1870 was first received from Dr Robert' A. Thomas
{Texas A. &M. University) on 16 February 1976. It was sent to the
printer on 9 June 1976 and published on 31 March \911\nBull zoolNom. vol. 33, pp. 216-217. Notice of the possible use of the plenary
powers was given in the same part of the Bulletin as well as to eight
general journals and one specialist journal. No comment was
received.

DECISION OFTHECOMMISSION

On 29 June 1981 the members of the Commission were invited

nu^T^'^fr ^^? Three-Month Rule for or against the proposals set
out in fii.//. zoo/. Nom. vol. 33, p. 216. At the close Sf the voting
period on 29 September 1981 the state of the voting was as follows

orH.r ST'II'^'^iYTu'
~ nineteen (19) received in the following

Vnif ^^i"'*'^
Holthuis, Alvarado, Halvorsen, MroczkowskiYokes Ride, Tortonese, Kraus, Willink, Hahn, Cogger Habe

Heppell, Brinck, Binder, Corliss, Nye, Welch
Negative Votes —Bayer, Bernardi.
Trjapitzin was on leave of absence. Sabrosky abstained. A late

affirmative vote was received from Lehtinen. No votes were
received from Dupuis and Starobogatov.

The following comments were sent in by members of theCommission with their voting papers:
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Bayer: 'The snakes involved in this case appear to be of solely

taxonomic significance, as no evidence of pressing need for

conservation is presented. The name molochina is said to "qualify"

as a nomen oblitum as if this is some kind of status for which names
compete. The apphcation merely seeks to preserve a nomenclatural

usage with which a few taxonomists are concerned. It is one of

convenience only, and one that puts the Commission to a great deal

of inconvenience and expense.'

Bernardi: 'Des 1896 Boulenger avait correctement etabli le

statut du nom molochina et le type de ce taxon existe toujours. II

suffira pendant quelques annees d'ecrire ''molochina —nattererV

pour familiariser les herpetologistes au nom cite.'

ORIGINAL REFERENCES
The following are the original references to the names placed

on an Official List and an Official Index by the ruling given in the

present Opinion:
molochina, Psammophis, Berthold, 1846, Mitt, iiber das Nachr. v.d.

G.A. Univ. und die k. Ges. Wiss. zu Gottingen vom Jahre
1846, Zool. Mus. Gottingen, pp. 143-144 (reprint pp. 21-22)

nattered, Philodryas, Steindachner, 1870, Sitz. Math-Naturwiss. Kl.

Akad. Wiss. Wien, vol. 62, p. 345.

CERTIFICATE
I hereby certify that the votes cast on V. P. (81)7 were cast as

set out above, that the proposals contained in that voting paper have
been duly adopted under the plenary powers, and that the decision

so taken, being the decision of the International Commission on
Zoological Nomenclature, is truly recorded in the present Opinion
No. 1211.

NOTEONTHERULINGEXPRESSEDIN OPINION 1211

The ruling in the present Opinion places Philodryas nattereri

Steindachner, 1870, on the Official List although this was not

included in the detailed proposals on which the Commission was
invited to vote. However, since the intent of the application, as

expressed in its title and in its content, was to conserve that name,
and since the fact that the Commission has acted as requested can
only be recorded in an entry on the Official List, the appropriate

addition has been made to the ruling.

R.V. MELVILLE
Secretary

International Commission on Zoological Nomenclature
London

8 December 1981


